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Abstract: Since many years, the protection of multimedia system knowledge is changing into vital. The protections of this multimedia system
knowledge are often finished cryptography or knowledge concealment algorithms. To decrease the UTC, the information compression is critical.
Since few years, a brand new downside is making an attempt to mix in a very single step, compression, and cryptography and knowledge
concealment. So far, few solutions are projected to mix image cryptography and compression as an example. Nowadays, a brand new challenge
consists to enter knowledge in encrypted pictures. Since the entropy of encrypted image is peak, the embedding step, thought-about like noise,
isn't doable by mistreatment customary knowledge concealment algorithms. A brand new plan is to use reversible knowledge concealment
algorithms on encrypted pictures by want to get rid of the embedded knowledge before the image cryptography. Recent reversible knowledge
concealment strategies are projected with high capability, however these strategies aren't applicable on encrypted pictures. During this paper we
tend to propose Associate in nursing analysis of the native variance of the marked encrypted pictures so as to get rid of the embedded knowledge
throughout the cryptography step. We’ve got applied our methodology on varied pictures, and that we show and analyze the obtained results.
Keywords: multimedia data, encryption, data hiding, Embed data, De-embed data, Compression.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The amount of digital pictures has enhanced chop-chop
on the web. Image security becomes more and more
necessary for several applications, e.g., conﬁdential
transmission, video police work, military and medical
applications. for instance, the need of quick and secure
diagnosing is significant within the medical world.1, 2
Nowadays, the transmission of pictures may be a daily
routine associated it's necessary to ﬁnd an eﬃcient thanks to
transmit them over networks. To decrease the transmission
time, the information compression is critical. The protection
of this transmission information is finished coding or
information concealment algorithms. Since few years, a
tangle is to undertake to mix compression, coding and
information concealment in a very single step. For instance,
some solutions were projected in to mix image coding and
compression. 2 main teams of technologies are developed
for this purpose. The ﬁrst one is primarily based on content
protection through coding. There are many ways to cipher
binary pictures or grey level pictures.3–6 during this cluster,
correct decipherment of information needs a key. The
second cluster bases the protection on digital watermarking
or information concealment, aimed toward on the Q.T.
embedding a message into the information.7, eight These 2
technologies is used complementary9, ten and reciprocally
independent.11 Sinha and Singh projected a method to
cipher a picture for secure image transmission.12 In their
approach the digital signature of the first image is extra to
the encoded version of the first image. The coding of the
image is completed victimization associate applicable error

management code. At the receiver finish, once the
decipherment of the image, the digital signature is
accustomed verify the legitimacy of the image. Coding and
watermarking algorithmic rules have confidence the
Kerckhoﬀs principle13: all the small print of the algorithm
is notable, and solely the key to cipher and rewrite the
information ought to be secret.
Nowadays, a replacement challenge consists to implant
information in encrypted pictures. Previous work projected
to implant information in associate encrypted image by
victimization associate irreversible approach of information
concealment.14 the challenge was to ﬁnd associate coding
technique sturdy to noise. Since the entropy of encrypted
image is greatest, the embedding step, thought of like noise,
isn't doable by victimization normal information
concealment algorithms. a replacement plan is to use
reversible information concealment algorithms on encrypted
pictures by desire to get rid of the embedded information
before the image decipherment. Recent reversible
information concealment ways are projected with high
capability, 15, sixteen however these ways don't seem to be
applicable on encrypted pictures. During this paper we have
a tendency to propose associate analysis of the native
variance of the marked encrypted pictures so as to get rid of
the embedded information throughout the decipherment
step. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the principle of image encryption by using Triple
DES algorithm and details the proposed reversible data
hiding method for encrypted images. In Section 3, we show
and analyze results of the proposed method applied to real
images. Conclusion is ﬁnally drawn in Section 4.
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II.

PROPOSED METHOD

A. IMAGE ENCRYPTION

formula. With the ECB mode, every plaintext block Xi is
encrypted with an equivalent secret key k manufacturing the
cipher text block Yi:
Yi = Ek(Xi).

The use of pc networks for information transmissions has
created the requirement of security. several strong message
secret writing techniques are developed to produce this
demand. The secret writing method is even, uneven or
hybrid17 and might be applied to blocks or streams.18–20
many uneven algorithms use long keys to confirm the
conﬁdentiality as a result of a locality of the secret is
glorious. These algorithms aren't applicable enough to be
applied to photographs as a result of they need a high
machine quality. Within the case of block secret writing
ways applied to photographs, one will encounter 3
inconveniences. The ﬁrst one is after we have same zones
(regions with identical color), all blocks within these zones
are encrypted in the same manner. The second downside is
that block secret writing ways aren't strong to noise. Indeed,
thanks to the massive size of the blocks (which is a
minimum of 128 bits) the secret writing algorithms per
block, even or uneven, cannot be strong to noise. The third
downside is information integrity. The mix of secret writing
and data-hiding will solve these forms of issues.
Triple DES is another mode of DES operation. It takes 3 64bit keys, for AN overall key length of 192 bits. In Stealth,
you merely kind within the entire 192-bit (24 character) key
instead of getting into every of the 3 keys severally. The
Triple DES DLL then breaks the user-provided key into 3
sub keys, artifact the keys if necessary in order that they
area unit every sixty four bits long. The procedure for
encoding is strictly an equivalent as regular DES, however
it's recurrent 3 times, thence the name Triple DES. the
information is encrypted with the primary key, decrypted
with the second key, and eventually encrypted once more
with the third key.
Triple DES runs 3 times slower than DES, however is way
safer if used properly. The procedure for decrypting one
thing is that the same because the procedure for encoding,
except it's dead in reverse. Like DES, knowledge is
encrypted and decrypted in 64-bit chunks. though the input
key for DES is sixty four bits long, the particular key
utilized by DES is just fifty six bits long. the smallest
amount important (right-most) bit in every computer
memory unit could be a parity, and may be set in order that
there area unit continually AN odd variety of 1s in each
computer memory unit. These parity bits area unit
unheeded, thus solely the seven most important bits of every
computer memory unit area unit used, leading to a key
length of fifty six bits. this suggests that the effective key
strength for Triple DES is truly 168 bits as a result of every
of the 3 keys contains eight parity bits that aren't used
throughout the encoding method.
The Triple DES formula will support many cipher modes:
ECB (Electronic Code Book), blood profile (Cipher Block
Chaining), The ECB mode is truly the essential Triple DES

(1)

The CBC mode adds a feedback mechanism to a block
cipher. every cipher text block Loloish is XORed with the
incoming plaintext block Xi+1 before being encrypted with
the key k. Associate in Nursing initialisation vector (IV) is
employed for the ﬁrst iteration. In fact, all modes (except the
ECB mode) need the employment of Associate in Nursing
IV. In CFB mode, Y0 is substituted by the IV. The key
stream component Zi is then generated and also the cipher
text block Loloish is made. though Triple DES may be a
block cipher, within the CFB mode it operates as a stream
cipher. These modes don't need any special measures to
handle messages whose lengths don't seem to be multiples
of the block size since all of them work by XORing the
plaintext with the output of the block cipher. every mode has
its blessings and drawbacks. as an example in ECB and
mode, any modiﬁcation within the plaintext block Xi causes
the corresponding ciphered block Loloish to be altered,
however alternative ciphered blocks don't seem to be
aﬀected. On the opposite hand, if a plaintext block Xi is
modified in CBC and mode, then Loloish and every one
consequent ciphered blocks are aﬀected. These properties
mean that CBC mode ar helpful for the aim of
authentication whereas ECB mode treat severally every
block.
In this paper, for the planned technique, the ECB mode of
Triple DES algorithmic program has been chosen to inscribe
the photographs. the photographs ar therefore encrypted by
blocks of (128 bits or 192 bits) that correspond to sixteen
grey level pixels. we will ﬁrst live the image info content
with the entropy H(X). If a picture X has M grey levels α,
with zero ≤  < M, and also the likelihood of grey level α
is P(α), the entropy H(X), while not considering the
correlation of grey levels.
If the secret writing algorithmic program is eﬃcient, the
entropy H(Y ) of Associate in Nursing encrypted image Y
should be peak so larger than the entropy H(X) of the initial
image X:H(Y ) ≥ H(X)
.(2)

B. Encoding algorithm
The writing rule consists of 2 steps that ar the coding and
therefore the information concealment step. for every block
Xi composed of n pixels pj of a picture of N pixels, we have
a tendency to apply the Triple DES coding rule by block:
Yi = Ek(Xi) .(3)
Where Ek() is that the coding perform with the key key k
and Lolo is that the corresponding cipher-text to Xi. One
will note that the sizes of Xi and Lolo ar identical.
throughout the info concealment step, in every cipher-text
we have a tendency to modify just one little bit of one
encrypted component of Yi:
Y WI = DHk (Yi), (4)
Where DHk() is that the information concealment perform
WIth the key key k and Y wi is that the marked cipher-text.
we have a tendency to used bit substitution-based
information concealment methodology so as to infix the bits
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of the hidden message. for every block Lolo, the key key k
is employed because the seed of the pseudo-random variety
generator (PRNG) to substitute the little bit of a component
with the bit to hidden. At the tip of the writing method we
have a tendency to get a marked encrypted image. Since we
have a tendency to infix one bit in every block of n pixels,
the embedding issue is adequate 1/n bit per component.

C. Decoding algorithm
Where DHk () is that the information activity perform
American stateth the key key k and Y wi is that the marked
cipher-text. we tend to used bit substitution-based
information activity technique so as to plant the bits of the
hidden message. for every block Yi, the key key k is
employed because the seed of the pseudo-random range
generator (PRNG) to substitute the little bit of a pel with the
bit to hidden. At the top of the cryptography method we tend
to get a marked encrypted image. Since we tend to plant one
bit in every block of n pixels, the embedding issue is up to
1/n bit per pel The decipherment rule is additionally
composed of 2 steps that square measure the extraction of
the message and also the decipherment removing.
The extraction of the message is extremely simple: it's
barely enough to scan the bits of the pixels we've marked by
victimization the key key k and also the same PRNG.
however once the extraction, every marked cipher-text
remains marked. the matter is then to rewrite the marked
encrypted image. The decipherment removing is completed
by analyzing the native variance throughout the
decipherment of the marked encrypted pictures.
For each marked cipher-text Y American state we tend to
apply the decipherment perform Dk() for the 2 attainable
values of the hidden bit (0 or 1) and that we analyze the
native variance of the 2 decrypted blocks X0i and X1i.
within the encrypted image, the entropy should be peak and
bigger than the first one as delineated in Equation(3).
Moreover, the native variance of the encrypted image is
beyond for an ingenious image. From this assumption we
tend to determined to check for every block the native
variance of X0i with X1i and that we choose the bit price
wherever the native variance is that the smaller.

anymore. By comparing the histogram of the initial image,
with that of the encrypted image, we notice that the
probabilities of appearance of every grey level are equitably
distributed. The histogram of the encrypted image is ﬂat,
and from equation (2) we get very high entropy H(Y ) of
7.997 bits/pixel (H(X) = 7.216 bits/pixel for the original
image). The information redundancy is very small and thus
statistical attacks would be diﬃcult.22 From equation (6) we
also analyzed the variation of the local standard deviation σ
for each pixel while taking its neighbors into account. The
mean local standard deviation is equal to 68.278 gray levels
for the marked encrypted image illustrated Fig. 1.c (the
mean local standard deviation is equal to 1.349 gray levels
for the original medical image Fig. 1.a.).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1. a) Original medical image of 1024 × 1024
pixels, b) Encrypted image with Triple DES in ECB
mode, c) Encrypted and marked image with 65536 hidden
bits, d) Diﬀerence between b) and c).

III EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have applied our method on various gray level images
and we show the results of the proposed method applied on
a medical image (1024 × 1024 pixels) illustrated in Fig. 1.a
and the image of Baboon (512 × 512 pixels), We have
encrypted the original image Fig. 1.a by using the Triple
DES algorithm in ECB mode to get the encrypted image
illustrated in Fig. 4.b. The size of the blocks is 16 pixels
(128 or 192 bits). From this encrypted image we have then
embedded 65536 bits to get the marked and encrypted image
illustrated in Fig. 1.c. The image diﬀerence between the
Fig. 1.b and c is illustrated in the Fig. 1.d. We can see the
pixels where we have substituted one bit with the message.
The PSNR of the marked and encrypted image illustrated in
Fig. 1.c equals to 66.13 dB. In Fig. 1.b and c, one can notice
that the initial information is not visible

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. a) Extraction of the message and decryption of the
marked image Fig 1.c, b) Decryption and deleting of the
message by using the proposed method.

For the decoding process, after the message extraction, if we
apply only the decryption on the image of Fig. 1.c, we get
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the image illustrated in Fig. 6.a. The histogram of this
decrypted image, Even if this histogram looks similar to the
original one, the quality of this decrypted image is very bad
and its PSNR equals to 13.27 dB. The mean local standard
deviation is equal to 34.010 gray levels for this image, and
its local standard deviation By analyzing the local standard
deviation for each block during the decryption step we are
able to ﬁnd the original value of each bit and thus to remove
the hidden data. The application of the equation during the
decryption step allows us to get the decrypted image
illustrated in Fig. 2.b. This decrypted image is exactly the
original image with a PSNR = ∞.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, during this paper exploitation Triple DES
algorithmic program is employed to beat the brute force
attack once reversible knowledge concealment is enforced
within the networks with our projected reversible knowledge
concealment methodology for encrypted pictures we tend to
are ready to imbed knowledge in encrypted pictures and so
to decipher the image and to make the first image by
removing the hidden knowledge. During this paper, we tend
to careful all the steps of the projected methodology and that
we illustrated the tactic with schemes. we tend to given and
analyzed varied results by showing the plots of the native
normal deviations. Within the projected methodology, the
embedding issue is one bit for sixteen pixels. This tiny price
of the embedding issue is barely is to possess to decide on
between two values for every block throughout the coding.
For the long run, we tend to are thinking to enhance this
methodology by increasing the payload however
additionally the quality.
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